15.10. **Cultural History** (Monika Freier)


22.10. **Conceptual History** (Jani Marjanen)


29.10. **Social History** (Pavel Vasilyev)


05.11. **History of Science and Medicine** (Pavel Vasilyev)


12.11. **History of the Body** (Pascal Eitler)


19.11. **Gender and Sexuality** (Benno Gammerl)


26.11. **Race and Masculinity** (Stephanie Olsen)


03.12. *no session*

10.12. **Postcolonial History** (Razak Khan)


17.12. **Global History** (Joseph Ben Prestel)


07.01. **Subjectivity, Self, Agency** (Laura Kounine)


14.01. **Class and Economic History** (Philipp Nielsen)


21.01. **Interaction Rituals** (Juliane Brauer)


28.01. **Economy and Emotions** (Agnes Arndt)


